Welcome to Fortify Health

The focus of Integrative Medicine is to nurture and direct the person's vitality rather than to
attack a particular disease. Diseases are only names for patterns of symptoms, often
imprisoning the patient to that name. This excludes the patient's true individuality and unique
way the illness manifests. Health can then be defined as
the unimpeded expression of our innate natural and vital force. At
FortifyHealth
, we help you get there.

At FortifyHealth we use preventive medicine by using complementary and alternative
approaches, working as a team (with y
ou) to identify the best natural
treatments
versu
s treating you
with the 'medicine of the averages'. We
communicate with you about
your health in a different way, carefully listening for keys that unloc
k true healing. The most important success can be achieved when we
cease to classify
any individual into a disease or category and inste
ad to see them for their uniqu
e and in
dividual situation, whether it be a simple heartburn or advanced cancer. We help you by
selecting the most cru
cial and diagnostic
labo
ratory tests
a
nd self-tests, acting as your "personal vitality coach" to truly identify the cause and take the
necessary steps leading to fortification of health and freedom from disease.
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"Disease is a name that is given to a condition that has multiple causes. Fortify the body, the
terrain, and the disease disintegrates."
~ Dr.
Dan

Let us be of service
Life is a delicate balance between the inner terrain and outer world. Let us help you to find the
balance point, which emanates the light of vibrant health to all of your cells.

"Some call it Bio-Regulation, some call it returning to Pure-Cause, and others feel it to be a
release toward having an unimpeded connection with God." ~ Dr. Dan

We have solutions for vitalizing cellular and organ healing, free from side-effects. We offer
individualized natural supplements stronger than most, and of the highest scientifically tested
quality. Feel free to browse or order from our Store.

Everything happens for a reason. There is a reason you are reading this right now. Your
intuition may be pointing you in the right direction, to get you on the path to optimal health so
that you have a robust healthy long life ahead of you to enjoy your friends and family and
achieve your life purpose. Our individualized natural health care programs have helped
thousands of patients totally transform their health. We can help you too with Dr. Dan Beilin's
FortifyHealth Program.

Contact FortifyHealth today!
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